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SPARSE  SUBSETS  OF  ORTHONORMAL  SYSTEMS

J.   J.   PRICE

Abstract. There exist families of Walsh, Haar and trigono-

metric functions that have density zero and yet are complete in the

sense of measure.

1. Introduction. Goflman and Waterman proved elegantly [1] that

from a system of functions which is total in measure on [0, 1], one may

discard a suitable infinite subset without destroying totality. It is natural

to ask "how many" functions may be discarded from specific systems or

equivalently, how "thin" a subset can be and still be total in measure.

In this regard, we have proved [2] that a system {yn.} of Walsh functions

is total in measure on [0, 1] if it has density 1, where

j     .        ,.          ,.          A(« + k) - Ain)
density = lim sup hm sup-,

k n k

A(«) denoting the number of indices nt for which n¡^n.

In this paper we show there are actually Walsh families of density zero

that are total in measure on [0, 1], and that the same is true for the

trigonometric and Haar functions:

Theorem. There exist subsets of density zero of the Walsh functions,

the trigonometric functions {cos 2-nnx, sin 2-rrnx}, and the Haar functions

that are total in measure on [0, 1].

We shall give separate proofs for the three systems in the next three

sections.

Notation. If O is a set of functions, L(<t>) will denote the set of all

finite real linear combinations of elements of O. The word "total" will

always mean "total in measure".

2. Walsh functions. We use a well-known property of the Dirichlet

kernels of the Walsh system:

DHix)= 1 +2 VÀx) = 2",       xe[0,2~"),
j=.i

_=0, x e [2~", 1 ).
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lfgn(x)=l-Dn(x), then

gn(x) = - 2 WÂx) = 1-2",       x £ [0, 2~n),

= 1, x £ [2"", 1).

Clearly gn(x)-*l in measure on [0, 1].

We define *

f„(x) = gn(2"2x) = 2 V,(2n x).

Then/n(x)->-l in measure on [0, 1]. Furthermore, since for any Walsh

function ipj{x), ipj(2kx)=y>j2k{x), we have/„ £ £(Y„) where

^n= [W-k=J-2n\j= 1,2,   • - ,2» - 1].

Now let Ç?,, Ç92, 953, ■• • denote the sequence of Walsh functions y>0, y>t,

Vo> Vi> ̂ 2) ' ' ' in which each Walsh function occurs infinitely often.

Define VF=U^=1 cp¿¥n. The set cpj¥n consists of Walsh functions whose

indices are in arithmetic progression, with common difference 2"'. It

follows that Y has density zero. To see that Y is total, note that for each

Walsh function ipk, there is a sequence {«,}, depending on k, for which

fcY.ci'. Therefore,

Wkfn¡ e L{WkWn) e LÇ¥).

But /n.(x)-»l, so fk(x)f„.(x)-+ipk(x) in measure on [0,1]. Thus each

Walsh function can be approximated arbitrarily closely in measure by

elements of £(Y). Therefore Y is total.

3. Trigonometric functions. As in the preceding section, we construct a

sequence {fn(x)} such that/„(x)^-l in measure on [0, 1]. This time we

use the fact that AT„(x)->0 in measure on [0, 1], where Kn(x) is the Fejer

kernel.

Let {mn} be a sequence of positive integers increasing so rapidly that

mn+1>m2n, for instance mn=2nl. Define

mn

fn(x) = 1 - Kmn(mnx) = 2 akn cos(2nmnkx).

¡fc=i

Then/„(x)-*l in measure on [0, 1] and/n £ £(<!>„) where

<D„ = [cos 2njx: j = mn, 2mn, • ■ ■ , hi*].

Let {kn} denote the sequence 0, 1,0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • . Define

<$'n = [sin 2tt7'x, cos 2-n-jx: j = m,± kn, 2mn ± kn, ■ ■ ■ , m\ ± Ac J

and <S =ULi $>'„■ It is clear that 3> has density zero.
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For each positive integer j, there is a sequence {wj depending on /,

such that

(sin 2trjxyt>m 6 L(0;(),       (cos Ivjxpn, £ WJ.

It follows that

(sin 2vT/x)/n<(x), (cos 2njx)fniix) e L(0;f) c L(O).

Since/„.(jc)->-1 in measure on [0, 1],

(sin 2trjx)fn.ix) -*■ sin 2irjx,       (cos 2vjx)fn.ix) -> cos 27r/jc.

Hence each function sin 27r/jc, cos 27r/x can be approximated arbitrarily

closely in measure by elements of F(O). Therefore O is total.

4. Haar functions. Here we use a criterion proved by Robert E. Zink

and the author [3]: Suppose [h¡] is a family of Haar functions. Let a'h¡)

denote the support of h¡ and let F=lim sup o-(/r,). Then {h¡} is total on a

set Gc[0, 1] if and only if |G| = |GOF|. In view of this criterion we shall

exhibit a subset H of the Haar functions with density zero and such that

|F| = 1.
Let Bn denote the block of Haar functions [hj:2n^j<2n+1]. For each

positive integer k, let Gk be the union of any collection of 2* blocks Bn,

subject to two conditions:

(a) If Bn, Bm e Gk, then \n—m\ >k.

(b) If Bn e Gk and Bm e Gk+1, then n <m.

(These conditions imply n>2k when Bn e Gk and k>2.)

Now we define the desired system H of Haar functions. For each k let

Hk= [hj :hj e Gk and n=0 (mod 2k)] ; then set H= (J£a #*• Clearly // has

density zero (just asT has density zero in §2).

For each Bn that occurs in some Gk, let

En = U ^        (A, e 5„ n //,).

It is not hard to see that

En = [x:di(x) = 0,n-k + l^i^n]

where d¿ix) is the ith dyadic digit of x. Thus |£J =2~k. Because of (a) and

(b), each En is defined by conditions on different sets of dyadic digits, hence

the En are independent sets. Since there are 2k sets En for each k,

2 i£j = 2 2 \En\ = 2 (2* • 2-*) = 21 = œ-
fc    7in6Git it

It follows by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma that |lim sup En\ — 1 which implies

that H is total on [0, 1].
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